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West Point middle school science students learn about
plant reproduction in the outdoor classroom built by
CTE students. Photo by Anne Hierholzer

OPENING LETTER

It isn’t every day that the worlds of CTE and beauty pageants
collide, but from now until June 2016, we can proudly say that
Miss Mississippi, Hannah Roberts, was a CTE student whose
background in FFA helped prepare her to take the stage and
represent Mississippi (p. 22). This story, along with another
about C. M. Brewer and the FFA center recently dedicated to
him (p. 12), reinforce the vital place of agricultural education in
the state of Mississippi.
In this issue, you’ll read about CTE educators and students
using innovation in their programs, such as health sciences
teacher Judy Dalgo, who embarked on an exciting trip overseas
to learn about healthcare in East Asia (p. 4), and program
restructuring in Columbus and Hattiesburg to better meet
student needs (p. 18).
Quite a few centers around the state are introducing projects
that involve every CTE program and student, an approach that
fosters creativity and collaboration among faculty and students
alike. The community garden in Poplarville and the pumpkin
patch in George County are just two examples of successfully
designing whole-school projects that allow CTE students to
practice teamwork and showcase their skills (p. 26).
If you’re looking for guidance, this issue has that as well. Flip
to page 17 for some suggested apps for use in the classroom. Or
read about successful career and college fairs at several centers
around the state and how you can host one on your campus (p.
32).
I’m particularly excited to present a few voices from the field
in this issue. Engineering and robotics teacher Ben Stansbury
recounts relishing the breakthrough moments in students’
learning (p. 11), and logistics instructor Mike Doss writes of
his students’ “ready for action” attitude during a real-world,
unexpected logistics task at their school (p. 30).
These and the many other stories in this magazine are a
reminder of the important work we do in CTE, and especially the
vital role CTE teachers play in student learning and success after
graduation. Thank you for your dedication and your hard work
for Mississippi schools. Over the holidays and next semester,
take the time to brag on yourselves and share Connections with
others in your district and community to help spread the CTE
story!
Mike Mulvihill
Director, Office of Career and Technical Education
Mississippi Department of Education

WANT YOUR SCHOOL FEATURED IN CONNECTIONS?
We want to hear about your success stories, awards, and program accomplishments.
Please email your story ideas to helpdesk@rcu.msstate.edu.
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To EAST ASIA & BACK AGAIN

Ocean Springs health sciences teacher travels overseas
to bring home lessons for students

feature

A

By Anne Hierholzer
s she surveyed the broken,
battered landscape of
Japan’s tsunami-ravaged
coastline, Judy Dalgo realized that
East Asia might be more similar to her
home in Ocean Springs than she had
previously realized. A health sciences
instructor at Ocean Springs High
School (OSHS), Dalgo found herself
in East Asia as part of an educator
program sponsored by the National
Consortium for Teaching about Asia
(NCTA).
Dalgo, who has taught at OSHS
since 2003, spent three weeks in the
summer of 2015 journeying though
East Asia and learning about Asian
culture with fellow educators from
across the United States. Accompanied
by historians, anthropologists, and
local tour guides, the group visited
locations throughout Japan and China.
“I had taught before about
complications from radiation in the
aftermath of the atomic bombing of
Japan during World War II,” Dalgo said.
“But other than that,” Dalgo admitted,
“I had pretty limited knowledge about
East Asia until I participated in NCTA’s
professional development programs.”
Dalgo’s journey started much closer
to home. In 2014, she took part in a
weeklong summer institute on East
Asian culture, also sponsored by the
NCTA. Learning has always been
important, said Dalgo, who holds a
doctorate in nursing from Louisiana
State University, so when she got an
email about the free summer program

taking place at the University of
Southern Mississippi, she leapt at the
opportunity. Over the course of the
week, she and a group of other teachers
from the local area received a crash
course on Asian culture.
“I learned a lot during that week,”
Dalgo said. “There were so many things
I didn’t know about Asian history until
I took this course. After I was done,
I thought it would be incredible to
actually see some of the places we’d
learned about.”
After the program had drawn to a
close, Dalgo learned that her successful
completion of the course qualified her
to apply for a trip abroad through the
NCTA. Intrigued, Dalgo undertook
the competitive application process
and was selected to join a group of
teachers from across the country
who would be traveling to China and
Japan. The group’s itinerary took them
across both countries and emphasized
cultural learning and experiences
that the teachers could take back to
their classrooms and pass on to their
students.

The Journey Begins

The whirlwind trip began after
they touched down in Tokyo. As the
group explored Japan, they paid visits
to dozens of temples, museums, and
marketplaces. They also made a stop at
the stretch of coastline in Sendai that
was devastated by the tsunami that
struck Japan in March 2011. Dalgo was
struck by how much the destruction left
behind reminded her of the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina, which was felt so

Opposite page:
Upper left: Ocean Springs health sciences teacher Judy Dalgo takes in the view from
atop the Great Wall of China.
Upper right: Grave monuments in a Japanese cemetery got Dalgo thinking about
differences in burial practices between Eastern and Western cultures.
Lower left: A lotus blooms on the bank of a pond in Kyoto, Japan.
Lower right: Dalgo poses with a statue of Confucius on the streets of Beijing. In
China, many students make requests to Confucius for wisdom before taking an
exam, said Dalgo.

“In China, we came across
a street fair of doctors and
nurses,” Dalgo said. “They
were providing free healthcare,
checking vital signs, and
screening residents for diseases
like diabetes.”
keenly along Mississippi’s Gulf Coast,
where she lives and teaches.
“We visited a school that was
right at the water’s edge,” Dalgo said.
“It reminded me a lot of Hurricane
Katrina. We could see buildings that
had been washed away. Their frames
were still standing, just like on the
Gulf Coast. We met some survivors,
and it was incredible to hear about
their experiences. They had only a
10-minute warning to get out of the
tsunami’s path.”
After wrapping up their time in
Japan, the group moved on to China,
where Dalgo was immediately struck
by the noisy hustle and bustle of the
cities.
“Shanghai was very busy and
bursting with life,” Dalgo said. “There
was constant construction in the large
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clean, and everyone is very polite,”
Dalgo said. “Japan clearly values
their traditions, and China was full of
beautiful gardens and culture. Plus, the
food was excellent! Both societies were
so complex. I could study them forever
and still not learn all there is to know.”

East Meets West

Back home in Mississippi, Dalgo works with Ocean Springs High School health
sciences students Andrew Osman, Gavin Wilson, Jake Hughes, and Kaleb Smith to
assess the condition of a “patient.”
cities we visited, always tearing down
and rebuilding.”
China’s centuries of history hit home
for Dalgo as she toured the iconic
Forbidden City, watched natives ride
bicycles atop a Ming Dynasty-era city
wall, and hiked along the Great Wall of
China, which she considers a highlight
of her trip.

The CTE Connection

As a health sciences instructor,
Dalgo viewed her travels through the
eyes of a healthcare provider. A number
of experiences piqued her interest and
helped her think about how she could
translate her experiences into her
teaching.
“As a nurse, the healthcare practices
in the countries we visited were very
interesting to me,” Dalgo said. “In
both China and Japan, the healthcare
systems are socialized, so everyone is
covered. I was also able to interview
our local guides about their healthcare
experiences.”
The extreme air pollution she
encountered in China, for example,
6 CONNECTIONS Fall 2015

really grabbed her attention, and she
noted it was much worse than what she
had experienced in U.S. cities known
for high levels of air pollution, such as
Los Angeles.
Dalgo also experienced firsthand the
country’s proactive efforts to provide
healthcare to its citizens.
“In China, we came across a street
fair of doctors and nurses,” Dalgo said.
“They were providing free healthcare,
checking vital signs, and screening
residents for diseases like diabetes.”
In Japan, it was the simple, healthy
lifestyle practiced by most residents
that caught her eye.
“In Japan, they eat lots of very fresh
seafood, often raw,” Dalgo said. “We
visited a fish market and learned how
to make traditional Japanese sushi.
Everyone walks everywhere there, and
there’s an emphasis on fresh food.”
Overall, Dalgo came away from her
trip impressed by the combination of
progress and tradition she experienced
while in East Asia.
“My impression of Japan is that it’s
a beautiful place—everything is very

Now that she’s back in her Ocean
Springs classroom, Dalgo plans to
incorporate aspects of what she
learned during her travels into her
lesson plans. From Japanese funerary
rights to public health issues in China,
Dalgo sees much potential for bringing
an international flair to her health
science CTE classes. Future lesson
plans include discussing the benefits
of a Japanese-style diet, exploring
public hygiene issues in China, and
conjecturing about the causes of Japan’s
high life-expectancy rates.
“One of the main things I took away
from this trip is the Japanese emphasis
on diet and exercise,” Dalgo said. “Japan
has one of the longest life expectancies
in the world. Residents use public
transportation, walk everywhere, and
eat tons of fresh seafood. I didn’t see
any obesity in either the cities or the
countryside during my time in Japan.”
As Dalgo’s students analyze healthy
cultural practices in Japan, there is
also potential for learning from the
challenges faced by China.
“I’ll pull China into my lessons
when I teach on the transmission
of diseases,” Dalgo said. “With over
a billion residents, I could easily
understand how disease might spread
quickly there.”
For her second-year class, Dalgo
plans to explore Japanese funerary
customs, which incorporates symbolic
statues to aid grieving individuals.
“I plan to discuss Japanese funerary
rites with my second-year students,”
Dalgo said. “Buddhism and Shintoism
are very influential in the ways
Japanese people think about death.

“Incorporating far-off cultures into our classroom here in Ocean Springs might seem unusual, but it helps my
students understand the world better.”
- Judy Dalgo
Their graveyards are full of statues
representing the deceased, especially
unborn babies who have died. The
Japanese have a very unique, specific
way of helping families grieve that I
think my students will find fascinating.”
Major historical events will also play
a role in Dalgo’s teaching. She plans to
continue to incorporate discussions of
the effects of radiation in the aftermath
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. A new
addition will be a comparison of the
ways people deal with stress in the
aftermath of natural disasters, using
the Japanese tsunami and Hurricane
Katrina as examples.
Whether she focuses on healthy
eating and living or emotional health
during traumatic times, Dalgo said
she is at no loss for East Asia-inspired
lesson topics for her health science
classes.
And Dalgo hasn’t put her passport
away yet. She has plans to apply
for other professional development
opportunities that incorporate travel,
including a trip through France and
Italy to track the movements of medics
during World War II.
For other teachers interested
in pursuing unique professional
development opportunities, Dalgo
recommends
exploration
and

One of the highlights of Dalgo’s trip was a hike to the top of the Great Wall
of China, where she enjoyed sweeping views of the Chinese landscape.

persistence.
“I highly recommend applying to
multiple professional development
programs at once, as they can be very
competitive” Dalgo said. “I’ve found
that if you just try Googling ‘summer
opportunities for teachers,’ you’ll be
amazed at all the unique programs that
are out there.”
Although the process of applying for
professional development programs
can be daunting, Dalgo sees great
value in the perspective offered by her
international journeys.
“As potential future healthcare
providers, my students will be
giving care to people of diverse
cultures and backgrounds, even if
they stay right here at home,” Dalgo
said, noting the large Vietnamese
American population on the Coast.
“My students need to understand

other cultures in order to provide
good care. The more we understand,
the better we can care for people.”
Beyond practical applications for the
future healthcare professionals she
teaches, Dalgo also hopes the new
perspectives she is able to offer her
students as a result of her travels will
broaden their minds.
“We live in a small world,” Dalgo
said. “Incorporating far-off cultures
into our classroom here in Ocean
Springs might seem unusual, but it
helps my students understand the
world better. I want them to think
about the things in our own culture that
might seem odd to someone visiting
from overseas. I’m trying to bridge the
gap and show my students that, at the
end of the day, we’re all human. We
should look at other cultures with an
eye of inquiry, not condemnation.”
spotlight

Family and Consumer Sciences (FCS)
Students Serve Up Family Meals
In December 2014, Coffeeville High
School FCS students held “Dining in with
FCS.” Teacher Cassandra Tittle said her
students cooked meals in class and dined
with parents. The event included sharing
PowerPoint presentations, recipes, food

guide projects, and information about
the importance of family. Students
selected ingredients from the school’s
garden, showcasing the importance of
community and healthy living.
Fall 2015 CONNECTIONS 7
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Fifth grade students Quitera James, Johntavious
Gates, and Joshua Buchanan break out their
magnifying glasses to take a closer look at nature
in West Point Central School’s outdoor classroom.

BRINGING THE

Classroom

OUTSIDE
West Point CTE students
construct outdoor
classroom for local
middle school

By Anne Hierholzer

V

isit West Point’s Central School on a warm,
sunny day, and you might encounter some
surprising classroom scenarios. At this fifthand sixth-grade school, students read in the shade of a leafy
green tree. A few hours later, other students conduct science
experiments while enjoying fresh air. Still later, students put
their heads together to complete math problems while a
gentle breeze blows through the classroom.
The unique learning environment enjoyed by these
middle schoolers was made possible by the hard work
of students in the West Point Career and Technology
Center’s construction technology class. After receiving a
request from the principal of Central School to create an
outdoor classroom for his students, three of Scott Hudson’s
construction classes jumped into the project with gusto.
“Years ago, Central School had an outdoor classroom in
a different location,” said Patrick Ray, CTE director at the
West Point Career and Technology center, further noting
that the old outdoor classroom had fallen into disrepair.
“They were looking for something new that would allow
their students to get outside more often.”
Students were presented with the blueprint for the
project, then had to work carefully to piece the classroom
furniture together, all while keeping in mind the unique
challenges of building for the outdoors.
“This was a totally new project for my students,” said
Hudson, construction technology instructor at West Point
8 CONNECTIONS Fall 2015
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Above: Sunshine floods into the outdoor classroom as students in teacher Kim
Wilson’s fifth grade science class work in small groups to learn more about plant
reproduction.
Right: Teacher Kim Wilson gives directions for a hands-on activity, as students
Kyma Byrd, Lacey White, and Timothy Geeslin listen carefully.
Career and Technology Center. “They
had to work to figure out the best
way to do things, constantly asking
themselves if there was a better way.
It took lots of brainstorming, and I
challenged them to focus on reducing
waste and maximizing the efficient use
of materials.”
The completed outdoor classroom,
which is situated in a grassy corner
of the Central School playground
surrounded by trees, consists of student
workspaces that resemble picnic tables
cut in half lengthwise, giving users a
bench to sit on and a narrow desk to
write on. The CTE students also built
an outdoor whiteboard for the teacher
to use during instruction. All of the
pieces are mobile, allowing instructors
to customize the setup of the outdoor
classroom according to their lesson
plan for the day.
According to Hudson, this project
challenged the CTE students to

incorporate many of the skills they
have learned in class.
“This project took the students
through a new construction project
from start to finish,” said Hudson.
“Many of the topics we cover in class
applied, from understanding how the
components of a project fit together
to correct measurement and reading
blueprints.”
The outdoor-classroom construction
process was not without its challenges,
some of which echoed real-world
challenges that might be encountered
on any construction project.
“After the students had already
gotten started, the maintenance
director for the district changed the
blueprints to make the classroom
pieces mobile, rather than [attached to]
the ground,” said Ray. “The kids already
had one bench module completely put
together, so they had to saw off part of
the legs and add feet to allow the piece

to stand on the ground. It was good
practice for the students, since this type
of last-minute change happens all the
time in the real world.”
According to Central School
Assistant Principal Brad Cox, the
outdoor classroom has been a big hit
with teachers and students alike.
“The outdoor classroom lets
teachers take their classes outside
and get a break from the [traditional]
classroom,” Cox said. “Teachers can
play games with their students and get
a little loud without worrying about
disrupting other classrooms. The kids
can make a mess, and it’s not a big
deal.”
Fall 2015 CONNECTIONS 9

Teacher Kim Wilson
and students Katelyn
Keenum, Lacey White,
and Timothy Geeslin
take a closer look at
ferns and branches they
found growing near
their outdoor classroom.

The classroom sees use throughout
the school year, especially during the
warmer months.
“Our science teachers love using the
outdoor classroom for experiments,”
Cox said. “Students can get out into
nature to identify plants and trees, then
they can use the desks to write down
their observations without having to
go back inside. Our reading and math
teachers like it too and use it whenever
they can. Kids and teachers alike enjoy
having a change of scenery.”

The CTE students relished the
opportunity to do real-world work for
an actual client rather than “just things
they build for class,” said Ray. “They
get more excited when they know that
what they’re building is actually going
to be used.”
In addition, the service component
of this project really appealed to the
CTE students, especially because
many of them have personal
connections to the client school.

“Lots of the students in my
construction classes know some of the
kids at Central School or have younger
siblings who go there,” Hudson said. “It
gives them lots of pride that others in
our community know they had a hand
in creating the outdoor classroom. It’s
out in the community, so they can drive
by anytime and see their handiwork
and know they helped build that.”

spotlight

New Integrated Production Technologies Pathway at
West Point CTC
West Point Career and Technical
Center is piloting three new
integrated production technologies
classes focusing on production and
manufacturing processes. These courses
engage students by using innovative,
10 CONNECTIONS Fall 2015

industry-driven technologies to design
new and improved products. Students
will learn all aspects of manufacturing,
from design and production to
refinement and improvement. Students
will work with various tools for design,

manufacturing, work cell set-up, and
programmable logic control. Upon
completion of the course, students
may obtain a certification to become
a National Instruments Certified
LabVIEW Associate Developer.

voices from the field

From Ben Stansbury, Engineering and Robotics Instructor:

Savoring the “Ah-Ha” Moments

All teachers live to see the “ahha” moment when a student learns
something new and gets excited. Most
students are too reserved to show their
emotions to teachers or fellow students,
so teachers rarely see the reactions
that make their profession especially
rewarding.
One such moment occurred last year
when I was teaching programming to
my engineering and robotics students.
I was having trouble teaching basic
commands, so I pulled out a trick that
I have not used in years. I gave the
students some old TI-83 calculators.
The first thing I found out is that they
are still making these things. I thought
they had been retired long ago, along
with VHS tapes and Polaroid cameras.
The second thing I discovered is that

they have not changed much, and my
students were quite proficient in their
use of these little computers.
Some of my students were
surprised that the calculators could
be programmed to do things other
than math. When I told them about
some of the programs I had made and
used when I was their age, they were
genuinely impressed and curious.
Since we had just covered some
information about binary code, I
figured we would start with a simple
program that would convert decimal
numbers to binary code. It took the
better part of a few hours, but I led
them through the logic and process
that produced a program.
One of my students was really
focused, but he was squirming

around in his seat like he had to use
the bathroom or something. He kept
making little changes and testing his
program. All of sudden, he jumped up,
pointed at his calculator with his two
index fingers, and yelled “BOOM--it
did it!” Now I would normally have
to discourage such behavior, but I had
to chuckle a little inside and enjoy the
moment. The student and I shared a
high five, and he reminded me what
teaching was all about: the “ah-ha”
moments that we get to see and the
ones that quietly live long in the lives of
our students.
Ben Stansbury
Engineering and Robotics Teacher
Ocean Springs High School

spotlight

Lamar County Teacher receives Distinguished Educator Fellowship

Teresa Sappington of Hattiesburg
was selected for a 2015-2016 Albert
Einstein
Distinguished
Educator
Fellowship sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy Office of

Science. Einstein Fellows are selected
through a rigorous application and
interview process from a nationwide
pool of competitive applicants.
Sappington’s fellowship will take
her to the Washington, D.C. office of
Congressman Mark Takano, D-Calif.
Her primary role will be working with
the Maker Caucus, which is affiliated
with the Maker Movement, a grassroots
effort to promote building, tinkering,
designing, and creating products, often
in garages, shops, and makerspaces
across the country.
Sappington is an engineering
instructor at the Lamar County Center
for Technical Education in Purvis. She
also codirected two VEX Robotics
Competition teams. Sappington spent
her summer at a polymer science lab at
the University of Southern Mississippi,

where she worked on a Research
Experiences for Teachers (RET)
project.
Sappington
previously
taught
physics,
chemistry,
engineering,
and research at Oak Grove High
School in Hattiesburg. She achieved
National Board Certification in 2008.
Sappington earned a master’s degree
in science education and a bachelor’s
degree in chemistry-physics education
from Mississippi State University.
After her year in Washington, D.C.,
Sappington plans to return to the
classroom and use her experiences
to promote STEM education and the
Maker Movement in South Mississippi.
In the meantime, Sappington looks
forward to seeing education and policy
from the national viewpoint.
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Front porch of the C. M. Brewer FFA Center

MORE THAN
JUST A

Building

The C. M. Brewer FFA Center’s namesake is its heart and soul
By Gayle Fortenberry
Story and photo contributions by
Bill McGrew and Shelbie Dalton
The C. M. Brewer FFA Center in
Raymond was built with a purpose: to
help Mississippi’s youth grow through
real-life experiences. It was built with
the future in mind, and it was named
for a visionary who kept the best
interests of young people at heart. Now
everyone who enters through its doors
can see a visual reminder of that man’s
service and belief in what industry, a
quality education, and a strong youth
organization could do for a community.
Clarence Monroe Brewer, born
October 18, 1920, grew up on a farm in
Simpson County, Mississippi, where he
experienced firsthand the value of hard
work in the difficult economic times
of the Great Depression. He graduated
with honors from Mount Olive high
12 CONNECTIONS Fall 2015

school, and was
afforded a rare
opportunity to
continue
his
education
at
Hinds Junior
College
and
Mississippi
State University,
C. M. Brewer
eventually
becoming a vocational agriculture
teacher.
Before becoming a classroom
teacher, Brewer joined the Civilian
Conservation Corps to work for two
years. From there, he joined the United
States Army during World War II
and fought in battles in both North
Africa and Italy. He was awarded the
prestigious Silver Star and the Purple
Heart for his valor, honor, bravery, and
injuries sustained during battle. Upon
leaving the Army, Brewer’s first job in

C. M. Brewer FFA Center
building sign
education was teaching agriculture
to veterans. Brewer then taught
vocational agriculture at Improve High
School in Marion County for 16 years,
followed by a five-year position as the
camp director and farm manager of
the Mississippi FFA Farm and Camp
in Grenada. He was invited to join
the staff of the Mississippi Office of
Vocational and Technical Education,
where he was the executive secretary
of the Mississippi FFA, then was

feature

promoted to be the supervisor of
vocational
agriculture,
rounding
out 33 years of service to agriculture
education. He retired in 1982.
For many years, the Mississippi FFA
owned and operated a camp on the
Mississippi Gulf Coast in Long Beach.
From the accounts of FFA members
of the 1940s and 1950s, this camp
was a popular place in the summer
for FFA boys and their advisors to
go for a vacation from work. Many
vocational agriculture programs had
working farms in those days, and the
members worked throughout the
planting and harvest season to grow
crops or manage livestock. The reward
for their hard work was a trip to the
FFA Camp, which consisted of simple
bunkhouses right on the beach. Time
was spent relaxing, swimming, fishing,
or enjoying a trip to New Orleans for
sightseeing.
Mississippi FFA began hosting FFA
Camp at Grenada Lake in the early
1960s, and Hurricane Camille wiped
out the structures at the Long Beach
camp in 1969. As the FFA leadership
camp in Grenada continued to grow, its
programs expanded to include multiple
statewide leadership camps during
the summer, along with regional
leadership training sessions facilitated
by the national FFA officers.
In the 1980s it became apparent
that the Mississippi FFA needed a
larger, more modern facility to grow
and develop its members. A vision for
this facility was very clear in the mind
of C. M. Brewer, and he facilitated
the purchase of 10 acres from Hinds
Community College in Raymond for
the purpose of building the new FFA
center. After Brewer retired in 1982,
the reality of the FFA Center continued
to develop, and with support from FFA
Foundation sponsors, the Mississippi
Legislature, Mississippi Department of
Education, FFA chapters from across
Mississippi, and countless others,

the FFA Center’s main building was
completed in 1993. At its dedication,
the facility was named the C. M.
Brewer FFA Center in honor of the
man who had so positively influenced
the FFA organization and agricultural
education in Mississippi. No other
name for the new facility was ever
considered.
On July 9, 2015, a special ceremony
was held at the C. M. Brewer FFA
Center to honor Brewer’s memory by
unveiling a display case containing
memorabilia depicting important
milestones in his life and career. The
Brewer family donated plaques, photos,
and U.S. Army commendations, which
included his Silver Star and Purple
Heart medals, to the FFA Center to
keep as a part of the history of its
namesake. The idea behind the display
case was borne from the influence that
Brewer had over former Mississippi
FFA Executive Secretary Bill McGrew
and former State FFA President Johnny
Allen, who have both known the
Brewer family for more than 40 years.
“It is so important that future
generations of FFA members know
the man for whom this building was
named,” said McGrew. “It is more than
just a building. They [FFA members]
need to know who C. M. Brewer was to
the FFA, the impact that he had on this
organization and why the building was
named in his honor.”
The dedication ceremony was held
on the last day of Summer Leadership
Camp for 70 FFA members. The junior
and senior Mississippi FFA state officer
teams led the ceremony. “I never had
the privilege of meeting Mr. Brewer,
but every time I come here to the FFA
Center, I feel that he is a part of what
we do here,” said Daniel Derrick, state
FFA president for Mississippi.
Many of Brewer’s family members
were in attendance for the display
unveiling, including Brewer’s wife,
sister, and three children, as well

as a host of grandchildren, greatgrandchildren, nieces, and nephews.
One attendee that made the day more
significant to the FFA members was
Brewer’s great-grandson, Cole Brewer,
who is the chapter president of the West
Marion FFA Chapter. He was also an
FFA Summer Leadership Conference
(SLC) participant.
“Attending SLC in the building
dedicated to my great-grandfather
has been an amazing experience,” said
Cole. “This week I have developed
great leadership skills. It is cool to see
that even though these FFA members
never had the opportunity to meet C.
M. Brewer, they still respect all that he
has done for the FFA organization.”
Matthew Breland, state FFA
secretary, shared his deep appreciation
for the lasting legacy represented by
the new C. M. Brewer FFA Center.
“To me, this center is more than
just a place for learning,” Breland said.
“It is a home for the most valuable life
experiences to be gained. Here, we
have grown into fine individuals who
will one day carry on the traditions and
ways of people like Mr. Brewer. We are
all assembled in a common purpose of
bettering the people of this world. This
facility is a beautiful remembrance of
the vision of Mr. Brewer, as well as a
beacon of perseverance for thousands
of FFA members across Mississippi.”
According to Malcolm Luker, the
director of the FFA center, more than
7,500 people use the FFA Center each
year, with half of those being active FFA
members and their advisors. The main
event during the summer months is
three weeks of FFA Summer Leadership
Camp, led by the state FFA officer team.
During the camp, FFA members attend
leadership development workshops
and learn about character development,
teamwork, FFA principles and
philosophies, and community service.
They also build new relationships with
members from across the state.
Fall 2015 CONNECTIONS 13
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The C. M. Brewer FFA Center
features a main building, with wireless
internet access, projection capabilities,
a full commercial kitchen, a soda
foundation, and a soft-serve ice cream
machine. There are four cabins that
can house up to 122 people, plus
a laundry room, volleyball court,
swimming pool, horseshoe pit, and
small pond for fishing. Outside of
FFA events throughout the year, the
center is open for use by other CTE
programs.
“I am very proud of the facility that
we have here,” said Luker. “Everyone
who visits, uses it for meetings or
training sessions, or stays here for
educational field trips or conferences
is always pleasantly surprised with the
accommodations. We try to make it as
comfortable as possible for everyone
so that they have a great experience
for whatever reason they are here.”
The C. M. Brewer FFA Center
has become a centerpiece of the FFA
experience for more than 4,000 FFA
members each year. It a product of
the beliefs that FFA instills in all of its
members as they live out the words of
the FFA motto: “Learning to do, doing
to learn, earning to live, living to
serve.” C. M. Brewer certainly lived the
motto, and his legacy, embodied in the
center named for him, will continue to
impact young people for many years
to come.

Above: C. M. Brewer’s wife, Marrice,
was recognized and honored by the
2015-2016 Mississippi FFA Junior and
Senior State Officers on the day of the
display unveiling.
Left: The display of Brewer’s memorabilia
is 10 feet tall. Standing to the left is
Daniel Derrick, State FFA President
and on the right is Cole Brewer, Chapter
President of the West Marion FFA
Chapter. Cole is the great-grandson of
C.M. Brewer.

spotlight

Jackson Arts Apprenticeship Gives Student Career Experience
LaToya Washington participated
in an apprenticeship with Inspire
Jackson, a program for high school
students interested in an arts career.
She worked at Red Square Productions,
gaining valuable hands-on experience.
Her audio/TV broadcasting teacher,
14 CONNECTIONS Fall 2015

Kristen Thigpen, also built her
expertise and instructional skills in
journalism by attending the 2015
Reynolds High School Journalism
Institute. Thigpen is devoted to helping
students acquire real-world experience,
including a partnership with the

Hinds Community College Radio and
Television Production program that
provided her students with editing
experience supervised by college
students and instructors.
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Health Sciences Students Learn About Air Medical Services

Drew Martin, Taylor Ramsey, and Ahmed Mohamed get
hands-on learning inside the helicopter.
In April 2015, Health Science II students at Lamar
Technical Center were visited by LifeFlight-4, a
critical care aeromedical transport helicopter serving
Lamar County and the surrounding area. The crew
taught students about the services LifeFlight provides,
outlined the skills and safety issues required to pursue
Lamar Health Science II students with the LifeFlight-4, which landed
careers in aeromedical transport, and performed walkat their school.
throughs of the helicopter after it landed at the school.
Fall 2015 CONNECTIONS 15
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Tunica Family, Career, and Community Leaders of America
(FCCLA) Goes to Washington
Maple Campbell, who is the
FCCLA chapter advisor at David
Williams Jr. Career and Technical
Center in Tunica and Damien
Jackson, who is the FCCLA state
officer, attended the FCCLA’s
Capitol Leadership Academy in

Washington, D.C. At the meeting
they focused on networking,
professionalism, public relations,
strategic planning, and advocacy,
while also participating in servicelearning projects and visiting
congressional representatives.

Damien Jackson and Maple Campbell
outside of U.S. Senator Roger Wicker’s office.
spotlight

Hancock County Career
Technical Center Expands
Polymer Science Program
The Hancock County Career Technical
Center’s award-winning polymer science
program has begun its sixth year in 20152016. The program has grown to include
materials sciences, recycling, and polymer
synthesis, and will now have a section on
ceramics and metals for an artistic take on
the science. Hancock’s program is one of
10 statewide. Instructor Joel Myrick said
the courses are popular with students and
about 95% return for the second year.
Students are required to take a state test
both years, as well as a performancebased assessment.

Above: Year 2 students at the High
School Polymer Science Competition
at the University of Southern
Mississippi.
Left: Student Aaron Bush works with a
3D printer in class.

FOLLOW CONNECTIONS ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
facebook.com/ConnectionsMS

@ConnectionsMS
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5 APPS FOR THE CLASSROOM
KAHOOT!
Allows teachers to create quiz games that make learning competitive and
fun. Games, or “kahoots,” take minutes to create and can include videos,
images, and diagrams to engage students. Kahoots are played in a group
setting that encourages friendly competition.
getkahoot.com (for use in your device’s web browser)

CLASSDOJO
An online tool and app that helps students, teachers, and parents track
behaviors, set goals, and celebrate students’ growth. The ClassDojo points
system can provide motivation for students, especially at the K-6 level,
and is also an easy way for teachers to document student behavior and
attendance.
classdojo.com  

TOO NOISY
An easy-to-use classroom noise-level monitor that gives immediate
feedback. The app provides students with the ability to monitor their own
volume, be engaged, and stay on-task.
toonoisyapp.com  

REMIND
Allows the user to be connected when outside of the classroom. Remind
provides a free and simple way to instantly text one-way messages to
students and parents while keeping phone numbers private. The user can
send reminders, assignments, homework, assessments, or motivational
messages directly to student and parent phones. The app also works with
email, has a chat option, and enables group messages.
remind.com  

SOCRATIVE
A student-response system that goes beyond simple online quizzes. The
app enables responsive teaching methods by immediately gauging student
learning, instantly responding to students, or giving students instant access
to peer ideas.
socrative.com    
Fall 2015 CONNECTIONS 17
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Above: Jasmin Hayden looks through a
microscope in one of the
microbiology labs.
Left: Jamilya Nolden and Evelyn Walker
study human anatomy and physiology.
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Where
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Redesigning learning to better meet student needs

By Kristen Dechert
Work-based
learning,
studentcentered instruction, innovative school
models—go to any K-12 event and you
will no doubt hear these and other
phrases buzzing around the 21stcentury education community. State
and local policymakers are increasingly
challenging schools to rethink their
approach to meeting student needs
and industry demands. As educators
negotiate these changes, everyone
is discovering that there is no onesize-fits-all model, no silver bullet.
Student needs are not universal; they’re
personal and individual, and to meet
them requires a deep understanding
of both the educational landscape that
surrounds you now and the one you
would like to see in the future.

Redesigning Schools for
Career Readiness

As part of its district strategic plan,
Hattiesburg Public School District
brought together area business
and industry partners, chamber of
commerce and economic developers,
and others invested in local schools
to identify how local schools could
better prepare students for careers in

Hattiesburg and the greater Pine Belt
area.
“Our focus was to get the local
industries at the table to learn what
skills students would need to enter
that workforce…and then see a model
that we could implement to teach
those skills,” said Hattiesburg High
School Principal Jermaine Brown.
Ultimately, district leaders decided on
the career academy model because they
could structure the academies around
local industries and the high school
career and technical education (CTE)
programs already in place.
“It’s really all about that engagement
piece,” said Brown. “We have to help
students get a clear picture of what
the next step really looks like and help
them understand what happens if they
don’t have the skills needed for their
chosen career.”
This year marks the introduction
of Hattiesburg High’s new career
academy model. All incoming ninth
graders are enrolled in the Freshman
Academy, which includes new course
requirements and a seminar that
embeds study and notetaking skills
into the curriculum.
“One of our goals is to increase
career readiness for our graduates as

suggested by business and industry,”
said Brown. “This ninth-grade
academy gives students a chance to do
some career exploration before they
move into another academy in the 10th
grade with a career focus.”
Jennie
Noonkester,
student
services coordinator at Hattiesburg
High, noted that after the Freshman
Academy, students will choose among
four academies for the remainder of
their time in high school—Arts and
Humanities; Business; Engineering,
Manufacturing, and Construction; and
Health and Human Services—all of
which include CTE course options.
“Each academy we offer is laced
with two or three CTE programs,” said
Brown, adding that even though all
students may not take CTE courses, the
career academy structure and course
content are informed by CTE teachers.
According to Noonkester, this crosscurricular approach helps students
because “the academy provides
structure through [career] pathways.”
Brown concurs and hopes that the
academies students choose will tie back
to the individual career and academic
plan they created in the eighth grade.
Both Noonkester and Brown said
the academy model has helped nonFall 2015 CONNECTIONS 19
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Hattiesburg law and public safety and health sciences
students, part of the Health and Human Services
Academy, practice emergency response to a fire.
CTE teachers to better understand
the value of CTE programs. “Our
non-CTE teachers are really getting
an understanding for all that our CTE
teachers do,” said Brown.
Noonkester noted that the academy
model is fostering collaboration among
teachers as well. “It allows us to do
bigger projects and better manage
interventions with students,” she said.
In fact, students and teachers who
will join the Business Academy next
year are already collaborating to open
a branch of a local bank in the high
school. This bank will allow business
students to practice their banking
skills and apprentice with banking
professionals, said Noonkester.
Championing
a
whole-school
change can seem daunting, and teacher
buy-in is pivotal to success. Brown
reported that teachers in his building
have been crucial to the restructure.
“They are helping students really see
that finding a career starts before the
12th grade…that the ninth grade year,
and really even the eighth grade year,
is very important to help them decide
what they want to become,” explained
20 CONNECTIONS Fall 2015

Brown.
With this innovative approach,
Hattiesburg
High
expects
to
dramatically increase the career
readiness of its students. Brown
reiterated that whether they plan
to join the workforce immediately
upon graduation, seek a national
certification, or go on to college,
students will be better prepared for
their next step.

Mentoring Students for College
Readiness

Innovation need not be confined
to the school level. All across the
state, individual teachers are altering
their programs and courses to meet
student needs, as evidenced by Melanie
Ford, medical technology (med tech)
teacher at McKellar Technology Center
in Columbus. Most CTE programs
include two years of coursework,
but since the 2013-2014 school year,
Columbus med tech students have
had the option of continuing on for a
third year and gaining valuable skills
in the healthcare field and beyond.

Ford often sees past students at
community events or shopping at the
grocery store and asks them about their
postgraduation lives. Sometimes, she
said, those students are not progressing
through college as she had expected
they would. Ford reported that
although she was happy to hear many
were pursuing college, they often were
not enrolling soon after high school or
were not completing their degrees in a
timely manner.
“Sometimes I would see my students
at Walmart or somewhere, and they
would just now be applying to nursing
school…four years later than when
they had been in my class,” said Ford.
Ford’s further investigation revealed
that many of her students were
the first in their families to attend
college. Challenges faced by firstgeneration college students, including
finances, mentorship, and academic
performance, are well documented,
and Ford saw some of these challenges
confronting her own students.
“They needed a mentor of sorts to
help get them started in college,” she
said.

feature

Above: Katelyn Winston and Zorria
Jones practice performing 12 lead EKGs.
Left: Brianna Brown practices her
assessment skills on Halley Lanier.

To address this need, Ford
approached her director and district
office to request a third year for
her program. This third year allows
college-bound students to take dualenrollment/dual-credit
courses
through East Mississippi Community
College (EMCC), earn a national
certification, and receive increased
ACT preparation.
Currently, Ford’s third-year students
take dual-enrollment courses in
microbiology, human anatomy and
physiology, and nutrition, all of which

are prerequisites for most nursing
programs, reported Ford. In addition
to general academic help, Ford
assists them with time management,
lab assignments, and other needs
identified by the students or their
college instructor. This coursework will
give them a leg up when they are ready
to apply to degree programs at EMCC
or another school upon graduation,
said Ford.
But Ford wanted the third year of
her program to encompass more than
just dual enrollment, so she applied
to the State Department of Health to
include a national certification exam
as well. Now, her third-year students
can earn a Certified Nursing Assistant
(CNA) license, a credential that makes
them immediately employable in the
medical field.
During parent meetings and talks
with students, Ford realized many of

her students were not earning a high
enough ACT score to enter competitive
medical programs. So she included an
ACT-preparation component to the
third year as well.
Ford admitted it’s too early to know
how successful her students will be
in the long run, but she is optimistic.
Many are performing well in their dualenrollment courses, and all but one
passed the CNA-license exam last year.
Ford said, to her knowledge, all of her
third-year students have continued on
to college in some way, most to nursing
programs at community colleges.
Speaking of community colleges,
Ford reported the experience working
with EMCC on this project has been
“wonderful” and that the instructors
have been helpful and receptive to the
unique collaboration. “It has been a
really positive working relationship,”
she added.
Methods for bringing innovation
to the student experience are endless.
What works in one place may not
be the right fit for another, but the
common denominator in all successful
innovations is attention to local needs.
By focusing on the needs of students
in their immediate sphere of influence
and thinking creatively, innovators
have the opportunity to help their
students achieve greatness.
For more information on career
academies or other innovative school
models, contact Myra Pannell, myra.
pannell@rcu.msstate.edu.
For more information on CTE
programs and curriculum areas,
contact Scott Kolle, scott.kolle@rcu.
msstate.edu.

GOT MISSISSIPPI CTE NEWS?
Email your press releases, news, photos, and more to helpdesk@rcu.msstate.edu,
and we’ll post your story on the CONNECTIONS Facebook & Twitter pages!
facebook.com/ConnectionsMS

@ConnectionsMS
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Miss Mississippi

LEVERAGES CTE BACKGROUND
In order to fulfill the supervised
agricultural education program
component of the AEST program,
Roberts raised quail.

Experience in FFA cultivates
poise, leadership

E

by Gayle Fortenberry

2015 Miss Mississippi
Hannah Roberts
22 CONNECTIONS Fall 2015

very CTE teacher can tell a
student success story of a young
person who enters the CTE
classroom for the first time unsure of
what the future may hold. The student has
interest in a few things, but no true passion
for any one career path, until one day when

something clicks. A unit of instruction
or class project ignites a flame within that
student. Finally, the student has discovered
a purpose, a mission, and the possibilities
suddenly become endless as he or she
embarks on a quest to achieve a career goal.
The student embraces every opportunity
that comes, from involvement in student

feature

In the 9th grade, Roberts won the state
competition in the National FFA Creed
Speaking contest.
She represented
Mississippi in national competition in
2008.
organizations to work-based learning
projects.
James Roberts, the agriculture and
environmental science and technology
(AEST) teacher and FFA Advisor at
Sumrall High School, loves to share
a unique student success story that
involves both agriculture and wearing
a crown. What makes this story extra
special to this long-time agriculture
teacher is that the student is one of
his own children: Hannah Roberts,
the reigning Miss Mississippi and
recent 1st Runner-Up in the 2016 Miss
America Pageant.
Roberts’s unique success story
began in elementary school. Her
dream of becoming a doctor and her
interest in the Miss America pageant
both started when she was a little
girl. Her passion for these goals arose
from many influences in her life. The
importance of education and reading
was impressed on her by her parents,
who are both teachers. During her time
in school, Roberts was a student in
both her mother’s 4th grade class and
her father’s AEST program.

The FFA organization encourages its members to give back to their community
through service projects. Along with other Sumrall FFA Chapter members,
Roberts spent time each year of high school at the Mississippi State Fair working
the Children’s Barnyard caring for the animals and educating the public about
agriculture in Mississippi.
As Roberts progressed through
high school, her communication,
public speaking, and leadership skills
improved, and her desire for a future
in a science career became stronger.
She was elected the Junior State FFA
President in 2007, serving as a state
leader of the school-based agriculture
education student organization. She
memorized the FFA Creed in the 9th
grade and competed on the national
level, representing Mississippi in the
National FFA Creed Speaking contest.
Roberts was also on the school’s FFA
Poultry Evaluation Team and won a
gold medal in the National FFA Poultry
Evaluation Career Development Event
as one of the top scoring participants in
the nation.
“A big part of Hannah’s love for
science started with science fair, and it
grew [with] her supervised agricultural
experience project of raising quail,”
said her father, James.
Roberts’s fascination with science
gradually developed into a passion for
medicine, and she is currently working
toward her career goal of becoming
a pediatric plastic reconstructive
surgeon. She completed a degree
in biochemistry at the University

of Southern Mississippi (USM),
graduating with honors, and was
accepted into medical school at the
University of Mississippi Medical
School in Jackson.
Prior to beginning medical school,
Roberts was selected to participate
in the Miss America pageant as Miss
Mississippi. The excitement leading up
to this year’s Miss America broadcast
from Atlantic City was widespread.
Along with family, classmates at
USM, and residents of her hometown,
the agriculture education and FFA
community rallied behind Roberts
as she prepared to compete on the
national stage. Positive comments
and well wishes flooded social media,
notably from FFA members and
supporters nationwide who were
excited to support a pageant contestant
who had once worn the iconic FFA
jacket.
“I never thought I would see and
hear from so many agriculture teachers
who were beyond excited about a
beauty pageant!” said James.
After
being
crowned
Miss
Mississippi in July 2015, Roberts’s life
became a whirlwind of preparation
for the two-week-long preliminary
Fall 2015 CONNECTIONS 23

“In Mississippi, we are kind in spirit, generous in heart, and are
working hard to make a difference for the future of our country.”
- Hannah Roberts
events, rehearsals, public
relations opportunities, and
interviews leading up to the
Miss America pageant finale.
She represented Mississippi
with her beautiful smile,
strong
confidence,
intelligent demeanor, and
musical talent. Her hard
work and dedication paid
off, as Roberts was named
the 1st Runner-Up in the
Miss America Pageant and
was awarded a $25,000
scholarship.
In addition, as part of
the scholarship component
of the Miss America
competition, Roberts was
recognized as a finalist for
the STEM Scholarship,
provided by the Miss
Roberts, fourth from the left, was part of the Sumrall FFA Poultry Evaluation team that
America Foundation. The competed at the 83rd National FFA Convention in the Poultry Evaluation Career Development
purpose of this scholarship Event. Individually, Roberts was ranked in the Gold division, putting her among the top-placing
is
to
recognize
the individuals in the nation.
accomplishments of young
to children in schools, shelters, and of our country.” For Roberts, this
women who are pursuing a
career in a field of science, technology, hospitals throughout Mississippi since opportunity to represent Mississippi
engineering or mathematics (STEM). 2005, has received both statewide and and the nation provides a perfect
As a finalist, Roberts was interviewed national recognition. The program has platform to make a difference.
Only a few will ever find themselves
by a panel of judges to discuss the been a focal point of her competition
importance and impact of her chosen for both the Miss Mississippi and the on the Miss America stage, and given
field of study. After a successful Miss America crowns, and she plans to her talent, intelligence, passion, and
interview, she was awarded one of two continue collecting books and placing strong educational foundation, our
them where they are most needed. Miss Mississippi is sure to make a
$5,000 STEM Scholarships.
Roberts plans to defer her Roberts uses this platform to express positive impact for our state. She is a
enrollment in medical school until the importance of education and to product of Southern hospitality, an
the fall of 2016 when her state title encourage young people, especially education that fueled her dreams, and a
large community of supporters from all
reign will end. As Miss Mississippi, young women, to follow their dreams.
When asked why she wanted to walks of life. Roberts is a positive role
Roberts will spend the year as an
be
Miss America, Roberts said, “In model whose story demonstrates that
advocate for the State of Mississippi
and the importance of education. Her Mississippi, we are kind in spirit, you never quite know where the skills
platform, Pages of Love, which has generous in heart, and are working learned in CTE may take you.
provided more than 25,000 books hard to make a difference for the future
24 CONNECTIONS Fall 2015

AWARDS &
RECOGNITION

awards

Want to see your state- and national-level winners
recognized? Send each winner’s information to
helpdesk@rcu.msstate.edu.

STUDENTS

• KENNADI JOHNSON, Moss Point
High School – 1st place, Robotics

National

• COURTNEY SELLERS, Moss Point
High School – 1st place, Robotics

FCCLA

• TY BOUNDS, Puckett High School
– 2nd place, Teach and Train
• DELVIN KELLY, Puckett High
School – 2nd place, Illustrated Talk
FEA

• RAYANN ALLEN, Covington
County – 2nd place, Recruitment
and Marketing
• JESSICA NORRIS, Covington
County – 2nd place, Recruitment
and Marketing
HOSA

• CLARA ELLIS, Oak Grove High
School – Top 10%, Healthcare Issues
Exam
• ANNE GREENE, Lawrence County
Technology and Career Center –
1st place, CERT Skills
• MAIHAN TRAN, Lawrence County
Technology and Career Center –
1st place, CERT Skills
• KAREN RUTH TURNAGE,
Lawrence County Technology and
Career Center – 8th place,
Prepared Speaking

• KAYLA TRUONG, Moss Point
High School – 3rd place, Youth
Conservation
• XENIA ZIELINSKI, Moss
Point High School – 3rd place,
Veterinarian Science
FFA

• BRIAN BRELAND, Forest County
Agricultural High School – 1st place,
Nursery/Landscape Team
• MATTHEW BRELAND, Forrest
County Agricultural High School
– elected Mississippi FFA Secretary
2015-2016
• MATTHEW BRELAND, Forrest
County Agricultural High School –
1st place, Nursery/Landscape Team
• TAMMRON COSTILOW, Forrest
County Agricultural High School –
1st place, Nursery/Landscape Team
• ANGEL COSTILOW, Forrest
County Agricultural High School –
1st place, Nursery/Landscape Team
• JOSH DYE, Forrest County
Agricultural High School – 1st place,
Cooperative Business Workshop

SkillsUSA

Ford AAA Student Auto Skills Contest

• AARON ARNETT, Greene County
Vo-Tech – 5th place, Welding

• JEAN COOK, Simpson County
Technical Center – 3rd place

• TREY DAUGHDRILL, Forrest
County Agricultural High School –
7th place, Technical Related Math

• NICHOLAS JORDAN, Simpson
County Technical Center – 3rd place

State
4-H State Congress

• JERRICK DUBOSE, Moss Point
High School – 1st place, Robotics
• AMON HAYNES, Moss Point High
School – 1st place, Robotics

HOSA

• CLARA ELLIS, Oak Grove High
School – Top 10%, Healthcare Issues
Exam
SkillsUSA

• TREY DAUGHDRILL, Forrest
County Agricultural High School –
1st place, Technical Related Math
TRAC Bridge Building Competition

• NY’KQWRIA CREAR, Moss Point
High School – 1st place
• JERRICK DUBOSE, Moss Point
High School – 1st place
• KENNADI JOHNSON, Moss Point
High School – 1st place

EDUCATORS
National
ACTE

• JENNIFER KOON, Alcorn Career
and Technology Center – Region IV
Career Guidance Award
Miscellaneous

• JUDY DALGO, Ocean Springs High
School – National Endowment for
the Humanities

State
FCCLA

• SHARON JAMES, Choctaw County
High School - 2015 Mississippi
FCCLA Spirit of Advising Award
FFA

• MARY HELEN LETT, Forrest
County Agricultural High School –
South Mississippi Rookie Ag Teacher
of the Year, Overall Rookie Ag
Teacher of the Year
Miscellaneous

• STEVE SHAW, Alcorn Career and
Technology Center – Rotary Teacher
of the Year

• AARON ARNETT, Greene County
Vo-Tech – 1st place, Welding
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COMMON GROUND

in the GARDEN

Poplarville and George County nurture teamwork among CTE pathways
Above: Although Poplarville High
School CDC’s students planned
to market surplus produce to the
public, the students consumed
every last vegetable themselves.
Bottom left: Culinary student
Mycaih Kellar uses school-grown
vegetables to practice cutting
skills.
Bottom right: Lainey McDoniel
smiles after selecting her
pumpkin in The Great Pumpkin
Patch.
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By Alexis Nordin
s the old saying goes,
“Families that eat together
stay together.” Based on the evidence
from two projects recently begun by
the Poplarville High School Career
Development Center (CDC) and the
George County High School Career
and Technology Center (CTC) in
Lucedale, it would appear that CTE
students who garden together also
grow closer.

A

Bonding Over Broccoli in
Poplarville

Poplarville High School CDC’s
Growing Lunch program involves
teamwork on several levels. When
student services coordinator Ann
Bosworth learned that the Mississippi
Department of Agriculture and
Commerce (MDAC) was offering a
$500 school-garden grant for K-12
schools, she quickly partnered up with
culinary arts teacher Susan Alexander.
Bosworth applied for the MDAC grant,
while Alexander simultaneously sent
a grant application to the Lower Pearl
River Valley Foundation. In October
2014, the school was awarded both
grants, for a total of $2,500.
“It was right before fall break in the
late afternoon when I saw the email
that we were approved,” said Alexander.
“I was so excited I called Ann because
she had already gone home for the
holiday. We started work that very next
week.” The school quickly purchased a
compost tumbler, potting soil, lumber,
buckets, planters, and assorted plants
and seeds.
Bosworth and Alexander knew that
the program’s success would depend
on selling the idea to students, some of
whom were initially resistant. “At first
we were asked frequently how growing
a garden fit in [with] health sciences,”
said Candis Thompson, the center’s
health science instructor. Thompson
won over her students with enthusiasm.
“I was very excited,” said Thompson.

“We work as a team at our center. We enjoy working
together. Each person has his or her strengths and uses
those strengths to help our students.”
—Ann Bosworth, student services coordinator,
Poplarville High School CDC
“After I explained about teamwork and
nutrition lessons, the students seemed
to be more accepting of the project.”
Other pathways soon got in on the
action. Agricultural and environmental
science and technology (AEST)
students built the raised beds and
mixed the soil, while culinary arts and
health sciences students planted and
tended vegetables. Culinary students
cooked the vegetables, as health
sciences students prepared nutritional
lectures. Meanwhile, digital media
technology students documented
the project with photos and a video
narrated by a marketing student.
The students have been truly bitten
by the gardening bug. Culinary arts
student Akasha Rayford’s favorite
part of the project has been using
vegetables like broccoli and collards
to hone her knife skills. Her classmate
Dustin Krause, an aspiring mechanical
engineer, is eager to plant a garden at
his own house. Samantha Recatto, who
participated in the project as part of
her digital media technology class, now
more frequently lends a hand in her
parents’ garden. “Lately, homegrown
vegetables are more appealing. I was
recently convinced to try some of our
homegrown banana peppers, and I do
believe that I have a new favorite food,”
said Recatto.
Health science students Tatum
Davis and Faith Necaise said they
enjoyed the hands-on work of planting
and cleaning the raised beds. Davis
learned that gardening does not have
to be expensive, observing, “You can
use things that are free to make pots

for the plants.” Their health science
classmates Abby Smith and Elizabeth
Amacker credit the program with
teaching them the nutritional benefits
of fresh produce.
In the 2015-2016 school year, the
garden is ramping up production.
Thompson’s health science class has
already requested its own broccoli
bed—in addition to the broccoli bed
being requested by Alexander’s class.

Searching for “The Great
Pumpkin” in George County

At the George County High School
CTC, a once-rundown barn (the
remnant of a now-closed agricultural
program) and the surrounding
overgrown land, which formerly
housed unused school equipment now
have a new purpose.
Thanks to CTE Director Patti
Wilkins, the school has transformed
the area into a thriving pumpkin patch
during the fall months and hopes to
use the area in the spring months to
create a circular “pizza garden” in
which students will grow the vegetables
used in making pizza. By inviting local
elementary students to visit, Wilkins
is using the projects to raise public
awareness of the school’s CTE course
offerings.
“I saw so much potential” in the
barn, said Wilkins, a third-year CTE
director who formerly served the
district as an elementary school teacher
and
administrator.
“Elementary
teachers are good at seeing the potential
and using things for many purposes.”
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At a training in Phoenix, AZ by the
National Career Academy Coalition, a
fellow attendee’s mention of a pumpkin
patch sparked Wilkins’s imagination.
Wilkins knew a pumpkin patch
could not only foster collaboration
between pathways, but also promote
her school’s CTE programs and boost
the district’s childhood literacy efforts.
“One of my goals was to get the
community aware of what we do [at
the center] and what’s offered. With me
being from an elementary background,
I had to do something that I felt
comfortable with, and that’s how [the
project] mixed the elementary with the
high school,” said Wilkins. “I knew if
I could get the students here, I would
bring the parents as well.”
“When [Wilkins] started telling
us about what she envisioned, it was
very, very exciting,” said business
and marketing teacher Ellen Strahan.

“Everybody in the CTE department
was hands-on and all for it from the
very beginning.”
Starting in August 2014, students
and staff worked nonstop to survey the
land, take soil and water samples, repair
and paint the barn, remove trees, build
roads and fencing, prepare the grounds
for planting, plan various activities,
and tend newly planted pumpkins and
flowers.
Elizabeth Braddock, a senior
horticulture student who intends
to pursue a career in accounting,
appreciated that the teachers let
the students choose what their
contributions would be. “It was Ms.
Wilkins’s idea to have every class do
something, and to have every class
think of something to do,” Braddock
noted.
“It was exciting,” added Jordan
Sumrall, a second-year business

The local community donated many supplies,
including hay bales, to help make the Great
Pumpkin Patch a huge success in its first year.
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student. “The most challenging part
was organizing the store—the prices
and how everything needed to be set
up as far as convenience for the parents
and the children.” She is proud that the
store helped raise money for school
scholarships. Sumrall plans to use the
skills she learned while running the
store to pursue a business degree.
Hunter Kline, a second-year forestry
student and senior vice president of the
school’s FFA chapter, points out that,
while students were scrambling to get
ready to open the pumpkin patch, they
also had to pull together to overcome
other school challenges. “One time we
had a bad storm come through, and
it washed away our road,” explained
Kline. “We spent at least two and a half
weeks fixing that up.”
When the Great Pumpkin Patch
opened in October 2014 to local
kindergarten and first-grade students,

the forestry students assisted
with the petting zoo, marketing
students ran a store and photo
booth, and construction and
manufacturing students staffed
a homemade obstacle course.
Automotive students fixed the
school’s tractor when it broke
down and repaired a flat tire on
the hayride, and drama students
performed skits. Culinary arts
students provided snacks and
lunch for the children, while
health science students taught
lessons on handwashing and
maintained the portable toilets.
Law and public safety students
handled crowd control and bus
parking, horticulture students
helped children pick their
own pumpkins, and teacher Top left: Students Madison Spiers and Blake Mata sample greens grown as part of the
academy students sent each Growing Lunch program at Poplarville High School CDC.
child home with the book From
Bottom left: The Great Pumpkin Patch T-shirts feature all of the CTE pathways at the George
Seed to Pumpkin. One thousand County High School CTC.
books were donated to the
Right: Tamara and Hunter Gibson choose a pumpkin at George County High School CTC’s
school by the community’s
pumpkin patch.
education foundation. In fact,
the local community and area
station behind a computer screen,
Finding “Family” at the CTE
businesses donated most of
human interaction is not something
Center
the things needed for the pumpkin
Perhaps the greatest benefit of these I often delve into,” explained Recatto.
patch. “The community here is so great
gardening
experiments are the stronger “The Growing Lunch program brought
with helping us get things going,” said
bonds among CTE students that people from all different courses
Wilkins gratefully.
together to work toward a common
Over two weeks, the patch welcomed emerged from their experiences.
Poplarville’s
digital
media goal.”
a total of 900 elementary students and
Strahan observed a similar result
technology
teacher,
Donna
Baxter,
parents, and up to 200 people were
in the patch on any given day, said noticed that Growing Lunch brought at her school. “I really believe [the
Wilkins. Afterward, all CTE students her students closer. “During the pumpkin patch] let the students see
willingly doubled down to make up for filming and editing of the video, several how we all work together, how we need
missed classroom time. “I don’t think students who had never even looked at each other. There’s not one program
you can find the things that students one another began to talk and laugh, that is better or stands out more than
learned while working in the pumpkin and some became friends,” she said. any other program. It took the whole
Added Thompson, “I have classes that team to make this project successful.”
patch in a textbook,” said Strahan.
For more information about
Already, children are eagerly now refer to themselves as a family
awaiting the next pumpkin patch, because they are working side by side Growing Lunch or The Great Pumpkin
Patch, please contact Susan Head
and local elementary educators are to accomplish one goal.”
Currently a computer science major (susan@mdac.ms.gov) or Patti Wilkins
intrigued about the pizza garden that
at
Pearl River Community College, (wilkinsp@gcsd.us), respectively.
Wilkins may have in place by spring
2016. “Our phones have been ringing Recatto recalls that she most enjoyed
getting to know her classmates through
off the hook,” laughed Strahan.
their garden project. “From my usual
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voices from the field

From Mike Doss, Logistics Instructor:

Students Demonstrate “Ready For Action” Attitude
The transportation and logistics
program has started its fourth year
in Mississippi and its fourth year in
the DeSoto County School District
at the CTC East campus in Olive
Branch. Things are going strong, and
just like in the real world of logistics,
we barely have time to breathe! Our
Year 1 students were fresh off the
safety training for material handling
equipment when a truckload of
children’s books showed up bright and
early on a Monday morning, only three
weeks after the start of school.
It’s not always possible to plan what
happens every minute of the day,
especially in the world of logistics, but
you can develop a “ready for action”
attitude. Our students showed that
attitude and willingness to step up to

the task of unloading a truck when
it showed up at our center two hours
early. The plan was to have the truck
show up at the beginning of the second
year students’ block, since they were
familiar with the receiving/offloading
process, but at 8:00 a.m. our first block
students heard a truck pull up to the
dock, and they sprang into action.
The students were still in the process
of preparing for the delivery by moving
existing freight to out-of-the-way
locations, thus freeing up the staging
area for receiving, when the truck
arrived. Immediately, they took it upon
themselves to split into two groups to
continue the task and to address the
arriving truck. Working as a team,
they simultaneously accomplished
both goals and were able to offload the

truck quickly and efficiently. After a
quick water break, they jumped back
in to start the next step in the receiving
process.
The second year students, although
disappointed that they didn’t get to
unload the truck, were proud of the
first year students and their initiative,
accomplishments, and willingness to
jump in to make sure the job got done!
The
2015-2016
school
year
represents our largest group of students
since the program’s inception. Time
is ticking and things are clicking at
the DeSoto County Schools CTC East
Logistics Program!
Mike Doss
Logistics Instructor
DeSoto County CTC

curriculum

CAREER & TECHNICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM
The following curriculum revisions
are available now:

The following curriculum revisions will be available
January 2016:

• 2015 Television Broadcasting and Production

• 2016 Architecture and Drafting

• 2016 Horticulture

• 2015 Precision Machining

• 2016 Business Fundamentals

• 2016 HVAC

• 2015 Polymer Science

• 2016 Diesel Service Technician

• 2016 Industrial Maintenance

• 2015 Metal Fabrication

• 2016 Early Childhood Education

• 2016 Information Technology

• 2015 Keystone

• 2016 Furniture Manufacturing
Upholstery

• 2016 Management

• 2015 Cosmetology
• 2015 Collision Repair Technician
• 2015 Carpentry

• 2016 Heavy Equipment
Operation

• 2016 Marketing
• 2016 Simulation and
Animation Design

VISIT RCU.MSSTATE.EDU/CURRICULUMDL TO DOWNLOAD THE
MOST CURRENT CURRICULUM FOR YOUR CLASS.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DECEMBER 2015
TSA Officer Training

December 11-12, 2015
C.M. Brewer FFA Center,
Raymond

VEX IQ Competition
December 11, 2015
Richton

JANUARY 2016
FFA Jr. Association
Member Retreat

January 8-9, 2016
C.M. Brewer FFA Center,
Raymond

NTHS State Leadership
Meeting
January 28-29, 2016
Gulfport

FEBRUARY 2016
Educators Rising State
Leadership Conference
February 3-5, 2016
Marriott Hotel, Jackson

DECA Career
Development Conference
February 18-20, 2016
Marriott Hotel, Jackson

FFA Week

February 21-27, 2016

FFA Legislative Breakfast

February 24, 2016
Mississippi Trademart, Jackson

VEX Championship

February 24, 2016
Mississippi Trademart, Jackson

Collegiate DECA State Career
Development Conference and
Culinary Arts
February 24-26, 2016
Landers Center, Southaven

MARCH 2016
SkillsUSA State Leadership
Conference

March 1-2, 2016
Jackson Convention Complex and
Mississippi Trademart, Jackson

FCCLA State Leadership
Conference
March 1-3, 2016
Marriott Hotel, Jackson

PBL State Leadership
Conference

March 9-11, 2016
Mississippi University for
Women, Columbus

HOSA State Leadership
Conference
March 21-23, 2016
Marriott Hotel, Jackson

TSA State Leadership
Conference

March 29-31, 2016
Marriott Hotel, Jackson

APRIL 2016
FFA State Contest Day
April 1, 2016

FBLA State Leadership
Conference
April 6-8, 2016
Marriott Hotel, Jackson

Collegiate DECA ICDC
April 16-19, 2016
Washington, DC

DECA International Career
Development Conference
April 24-27, 2016
Nashville, TN

spotlight

Toyota Training Program Helps Ready Student for Career
Isabella Sharp, a former student
at Itawamba Agricultural High
School, is in her first year of the
Advanced Manufacturing Technician
(AMT) program with Toyota Motor
Manufacturing Mississippi, Inc. Toyota

Mississippi accepts 24 AMT students
each year to work at its Blue Springs
facility. Sharp is one of 40 selected. So
far, Toyota has hired seven students
who have completed the program. The
program allows graduates to enter the

workforce with less educational debt
and more real‐world work experience
in subjects including electricity, fluid
power, mechanics, fabrication, and
robotics.
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FAIRWell

Mississippi educators share advice for
hosting successful college and career fairs

Above: Kossuth High School
students explore college and
career options at the “Sea of
Opportunity” themed 2015
Alcorn College and Career Fair.
Left: Beth Benson and Rochelle
Jenkins, representatives
from Northeast Mississippi
Community College, speak to
Brian Morrison concerning his
future program of study.
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The career fair has been a successful venture for us, and it continues to grow each year.
It is an excellent opportunity for our students to seek advice from professionals in our area.”
- Kali Harris, New Hope High School career pathway experience instructor and DECA advisor
By Roslyn Miller
Photos by Dakota Brooks and
Alek Stewart, Alcorn Career and
Technology Center

A

career/college
fair
provides students direct
experiences with college
and career representatives that have the
potential to lead to college admissions
and job offers. Hosting a career/college
fair requires planning, organization,
preparation, and follow-up, but it
can be a valuable event for the whole
community. Below, several experienced
fair coordinators from Mississippi CTE
programs offer their best practices for a
successful event.

TIPS FOR HOSTING
A FAIR
Plan well in advance.

Select a timeframe that fits school
and student needs and ensures the
fair meets its goals. Depending on the
purpose and goals of the fair, it may be
best to hold some events in the fall and
others in the spring. For example, some
schools may host college or career
events early in the school year to foster
motivation in students throughout the
rest of the year. On the other hand,
schools may choose to host an event
for seniors closer to graduation.

Assemble a
planning team.

Counselors and
student
services
coordinators
can
work together to
recruit
teachers,
parents, students,
and
community
leaders
to
the
planning
team.
Brooke
Walter,
CTE
counselor
at
Petal
High
School, attributes Jonathan Pearce explains to Montana Elam the types of
the success of her work performed at Auto Parts Manufacturing Mississippi’s
school’s College Day Guntown facility.
to the support and
Consider your invitation list
creativity of its students and teachers. carefully.
For example, marketing students use
A range of exhibitors that
skills learned in class to help organize represents diverse career pathways and
their school’s event.
postsecondary exhibitors ensures a
mix of options for students to peruse:
Select an inspiring title or theme.
local and state government offices,
Theming or naming the fair helps local utilities, local manufacturers,
build interest at the school and retail services, financial services,
provides a specific name media can use nonprofits, medical services, military
to promote the event. Alcorn Career services, community colleges, public
and Technical Center’s recent fair used universities, private colleges and
the theme “A Sea of Opportunity.” universities, and trade schools. Janice
Prior themes have included “GPS McKercher, Career Center director
for Success” and “Get Your Career in at Warren Central High School,
Gear.” Colorful posters incorporating recommends researching Chamber
the theme can be displayed on school of Commerce and state listings for
websites and in classrooms and businesses and organizations to invite.
hallways.
Others suggest inviting local media to
participate as exhibitors and to write or
air a story on the CTE center.

Our students seem more prepared for their future choices. They have met local
recruiters and seem to have a plan on the way out the door.”
- Janice McKercher, Warren Central High School Career Center director
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There are many
ways
to
invite
employer and college
representatives
to
a fair, and Jennifer
Koon,
Alcorn
CTE
counselor,
recommends
sending invitations
at least one month
in advance. Walter
recommends using
online forms for their
ease of use, and Koon
suggests creating an
email group of the
exhibitors that can be
used to easily send
updates.

Get students
involved.

Students can be
involved in the fair
in capacities beyond
just attending. In
most
successful
fairs, students play
an important role in
planning, preparing,
and hosting the event
as well. For instance,
the culinary arts class
at Petal High School
prepares refreshments

for its College Day, and the digital
media technology students design
posters and signs.

Prepare for the exhibitors.

Communicating with exhibitors
in advance to let them know what
will be provided for them, such as
a table, chairs, power source, and
refreshments, is a best practice
for career/college events and fairs.
Exhibitors will also want to know what
they need to provide for themselves,
including extension cords, a tablecloth,
any technology they plan to use,
and informational and promotional
items to give away. Jenn Rollison,
business teacher at West Lowndes
High School, recommends providing
a hospitality area with refreshments.
Koon also suggests arranging booths
to have access to outlets and labeling
booths with identifying information
so representatives know where to set
up. Additionally, arranging the exhibit
area to be inviting and conducive
for conversations as students browse
and linger at booths to talk with
representatives
will
encourage
interaction and foster conversation.

Organize event logistics

Who will attend the event and when?
Scheduling can be handled in a number
of ways, depending on a school’s goals

Top left: Tilly Leaf from Baptist College of Health Sciences in
Memphis, TN shares admission information with Patrick Burns.
Center left: Emily Blakney, Baillie Lancaster, Abby Gray and
Shelby Phillips, gather financial planning information from
Rebecca Spence, Regions Bank representative.
Bottom left: Emily Upchurch from Mississippi College speaks to
Sky Jackson about her future plans.

Some students have recieved actual job offers during Interview Day.”
- Jenn Rollison, West Lowndes High School business teacher
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Students can visit with college staff regarding admission; explore different options and
career paths; meet and talk with representatives from a broad spectrum of companies; and
discover what is out there in the world of work from one single location.”
- Kim Lyles, Kossuth High School counselor
and constraints. For example, Lowndes
County rotates students throughout
the morning hours, while Petal High
School has students attend College Day
during their lunch rotation.
What will attendees do? Petal High
School encourages students to speak
with representatives from colleges
at its College Day, and attendees are
entered in drawings for door prizes. At
West Lowndes High School, Rollison
hosts an annual Interview Day, where
students attend in professional dress
with résumés in hand, so they can
participate in mock interviews with
area businesses. Even though the
event is intended to be practice for the
students, Rollison said some students
have received actual job offers during
Interview Day.

Prepare students for the event.

Students will have more lasting
outcomes from a career/college fair if
they attend prepared. Communicating
to students the purpose and value of
the event will help them understand
their many options for employment
and/or college admission.
Kali Harris, career pathway
experience instructor and DECA
advisor at New Hope High School,
said she provides opportunities for
students prior to the fair to research
career pathways that interest them.
She suggests exploring the companies,
organizations, and schools that will
be represented at the event so that
students can plan for which ones
they are most interested in and what
questions they may want to ask.

Communicate expectations for
student dress and behavior.

Several
organizers
suggested
reminding students that they are
interacting with individuals who are in
a position to offer them a job or help
them obtain admission to college. They
recommended students attend the
event in professional dress and behave
in a professional manner, further
adding that educators should take time
to help students explore and practice
what it means to behave professionally.

Follow up.

Following up with students,
exhibitors, and volunteers will foster
greater and longer-lasting outcomes
for students and the community.
For example, McKercher suggests
educators reinforce the fair experience
for students by continuing exploration
of career pathways in classes, arranging
job-shadowing
opportunities,
and preparing students for the
postsecondary application processes.
Soliciting feedback from fair
exhibitors, perhaps through a brief
survey, provides formative evaluation
that can be used to improve the fairs
from year to year. And thanking
exhibitors and volunteers with an
email, a handwritten note, or photos
from the event helps further build the
connection between the school and
exhibitor groups.
Whether hosting a college fair,
a career fair, or both, CTE centers
can help their students get a leg up
in the application process for jobs
and postsecondary opportunities. In
addition, these fairs can be a boon
to CTE centers that want to connect

CAREER FAIR

CHECKLIST

©©Recruit planning
team
©©Select fair date
©©Reserve location
©©Select theme
©©Create fair
schedule
©©Create exhibit
layout
©©Reserve tables
& chairs
©©Create exhibitor
invitation

©©Invite career &/or
college exhibitors
©©Send reminder
emails to exhibitors
with local groups and increase their
partnerships with business/industry
and other economic-development
stakeholders.
For more information about hosting
a fair, consider consulting the Career
Fair Preparation Activities for High
School guide, available at vsac.org.
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